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Some students need additional 
modelling and guided practice to 
master the comprehension strategies 
they will be tested on. With this 6-book 
series, it’s easy to provide customised 
intervention.

Each year-specific book includes:

• Explicit reteaching prompts

• 4 hands-on practice pages per 
strategy

• Instant assessment activity for 
every strategy

Formative assessment is an important part of 
student learning. These books provide ready-
to-use assessments that can be implemented 
to identify comprehension issues or to track 
student progress throughout the year. Each 
book explores curriculum-aligned standards 
and provides reproducible student pages.

COMPREHENSION ASSESSMENTS
Progress-Monitoring

Year 2: NL2187
Year 1: NL2170

Year P: NL2163

Year 4: NL2200

Identify students’ comprehension 
needs and monitor their progress. 

Identify students’ comprehension 
needs and monitor their progress. 

Y ar P:P NL2163NL2163

Year 3: NL2194 Year 5: NL2217

Reading
COMPREHENSION

Whiteboard pdf 
of each book, PLUS bonus 
click-and-print 
Comprehension Pre- and 
Post-Assessments on 
CD-ROM

Year P-2:  NL2088
Year 3-4:  

NL2095 Year 5-6: NL2101Y P 2: 2088NL2088



Formative assessment has been shown to be an extremely important tool in the 
education sector, especially in the early years when students are beginning to build 
their comprehension and other reading strategies and skills. That is where this series 
comes in. Progress-Monitoring Comprehension Assessment provides a range of 
formative assessments that allow teachers to assess their students’ reading level and 
document their progress through the year.

The series is split into three books, addressing P-2, 3-4 and 5-6, and covers each of the 
16 comprehension strategies. Each book is aligned with standard reading levels and 
describes the ideal assessments to be used for each of those levels, depending on the 
strategy that needs to be addressed. 

The Progress-Monitoring Comprehension Assessment  
series is comprehensive and extremely easy to use. 
Teachers will find reproducible assessments for each of the 
16 comprehension strategies, which can be addressed by 
year level, reading level or both! This allows for a range of 
assessment options and makes the series adaptable for any 
classroom setting. 

Children will be engaged with stories about animals, 
exciting adventures, inventions and many other things 
that will make these assessments fun instead of a chore. 
All the while, teachers are able to keep a close eye on the 
comprehension development of their students.

While able to be used alone, this series is strengthened even more when used alongside 
the Rising Readers Levelled Books and even the Everyday Comprehension Interven-
tion Activities, which address those strategies that are lacking. Whether you’re a new 
or veteran teacher, you’ll find relevant and important assessments to use in this series.

View sample pages on our website 
by using the book code search www.hbe.com.au

Years 
P-6

COMPREHENSION ASSESSMENTS
Progress-Monitoring

Strategy

✔ Make Predictions

✔
Identify Sequence 
of Events

✔ Analyse Story Elements

✔ Analyse Character

✔
Identify Main Idea and 
Supporting Details

✔ Summarise Information

✔ Compare and Contrast

✔ Identify Cause and Effect

✔ Make Inferences

✔ Draw Conclusions

✔ Evaluate Author’s Purpose

 ✔
Analyse Text Structure 
and Organisation

 ✔
Use Text Features 
to Locate Information

 ✔
Use Graphic Features to 
Interpret Information

 ✔
Distinguish and Evaluate 
Facts and Opinions

✔ Make Judgments

Comprehension 
Strategies matched to 
National Curriculum

Name
Date

A ssment • Grade K 41

Ong g

Name
Date

Look at the picture. Now I am going to read you a story. Then I will ask you two

questions about the story. Listen carefully.

1. Put your finger on the row where you see the book. Now look at the pictures.

Which picture shows how Ruby and Carl looked in this story? Draw a circle

around the picture that shows how Ruby and Carl looked.

2. Move down to the next row where you see the truck. Now look at the pictures.

What did Ruby see in the bag? Draw a circle around the picture that shows

what Ruby saw in the bag.

At the Beach

Mama took Ruby and Carl to the beach. Carl wanted to

swim. But Ruby wanted to make a sand castle. “What

can I use to make my castle?” asked Ruby. Mama

handed Ruby a bag. Ruby looked inside and said,

“Thanks, Mama. This is just what I need!”

i C mpany LLC

Ongoing Comprehension Strategy Assessment

At  the  Beach
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Look Inside!

Sample Assessment 
from Years P-2
Assessment Book, Stategy: 
Draw Conclusions

Sample Assessment 
from Years 3-4
Assessment Book, Stategy: 
Compare and Contrast

35

Comprehension Strategy Assessment • Grade 3
© 2006 B h

50

Leonardo da Vinci lived in Italy 500years ago. You may know him as a greatpainter. But he was an inventor, too. Hefilled many notebooks with ideas anddrawings for machines. These machinesworked with water or air. Some of hismachines were built in his lifetime. Manywould not be built for hundreds of years.Many are things we use every day.
Leonardo was the first to invent aparachute. The parachute helps peoplefloat safely from a plane to Earth.Leonardo’s was made of stiff linen. It was36 feet across. Today’s parachutes are made of thinner cloth.They are also much smaller. Leonardo’s parachute was nevermade. No one knows if it worked.Leonardo also created a fan. It was used to move air, justlike fans today. But there was no electricity then. Instead, thefan could be turned by hand or by the force of water.Another of his ideas was a flying ship. Leonardo thoughtthis ship could carry people. It was a small ship with flappingwings. Cranks and screws made the wings move. The wingswere supposed to flap like a bat’s wings.

Name
Date

Directions: Read the passage. Then use the information from the passageto answer questions 1–5.

Leonardo da Vinci: Master of Invention

p hension Strategy Assessment • 7

© 2006 Benchmark Education Company, LLC

1. How was Leonardo da Vinci’s parachute different fromparachutes today?
A It was much smaller and lighter.
B It was bigger and made of a different cloth.C It was very brightly colored.
D It had wings that flapped up and down.

2. How were all of Leonardo’s machines alike?A They all carried people.
B They were all made of cloth.
C They were all modeled after animals.
D They all worked with water or air.

3. How was Leonardo’s fan different from fans used today?A It used electricity.
B It did not use electricity.
C It was much bigger than fans used today.
D It was much smaller than fans used today.

4. How was Leonardo’s fan similar to fans used today?__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

5. How is an airplane similar to Leonardo’s f lying ship?__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Name ___________________________________ Date____________

Leonardo da Vinci: Master of Invention
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View sample pages on our website 
by using the book code search www.hbe.com.au

Years 
P-5

Look Inside!

New from Hawker Brownlow Education comes a fantastic resource for teachers 
in primary education. Reading with full text comprehension is the ultimate goal of 
all reading instruction. Students who read the words but don’t comprehend them 
aren’t really reading at all. Research has shown that explicit comprehension strategy 
instruction helps students understand and remember what they read, which allows 
them to perform better and be able to communicate more clearly.

Everyday Comprehension Intervention Activities for years prep to 5 break 
down the comprehension strategies in detail and provide an easy-to-use resource to 
help all teachers improve their reading instruction. 

The books are split by year level and include handy 5-day strategy-specific units 
covering a range of comprehension areas, including:

• Making predictions

• Analysing story elements

• Summarising

• Comparing and contrasting

• Evaluating author’s purpose

• And 11 other areas.

The units are structured around a research-based model-guide-practise-apply 
approach. Each book follows this same format and is levelled appropriately to suit 
your year level. Each five-day unit addresses a specific strategy with reproducible 
activity pages and a research-based instructional approach, which makes them able 
to be used instantly in the classroom.

Copyright © 2012 by Hawker Brownlow Education.  9781743302163  NL2163  All rights reserved. Reprinted from Everyday Comprehension Intervention Activities Year K. Melbourne, Vic:   
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Name _________________________________Day 3  • Making Predictions in Fiction

Show and Tell
Read and discuss the book cover. Ask students 
to look at each page and draw what they 
predict will happen next.

Show  and  Tell

Jean  Taton
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Name _________________________________ Day 5  • Making Predictions in Fiction

Assessment
Read the passage aloud to students. Ask students to predict where the mice will move.  
Ask students to colour the picture that shows their prediction. 

 “I  have  an  idea,”  said  Marty  Mouse.

“What  is  it?”  asked  Mae  and  Moe.

“Let’s  move  to  a  new  home,”  said  Marty.   

“I  found  one  that  has  lots  of  other  animals.   

It  has  lots  of  food,  too.  People  even  drop   

popcorn  and  peanuts  on  the  ground!”

“That  sounds  like  FUN!”  said  Mae  and  Moe.  “Let’s  go!”

1. Model
(Day 1)

2. Practise
(Days 2-4)

3. Assess
(Day 5)
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Name _________________________________ 

Day 2  •  Making Predictions in Fiction

The King’s Birthday
Read and discuss the book cover. Ask students to colour the pictures they predict  

will be in the book.  

Beth  Olson

The  King’s  

Birthday

The  King’s  Birthday

 NL2163  All rig
the extent not

ge for their tea

dictions
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book co

The  King’s  Birthd
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Directions and Sample Answers for Activity Pages

Provide a Real-World Example
 Hand out the Day 1 activity page. 

  Say: My friend is going someplace fun next 
Saturday. He will buy a ticket. He will look at lots 
of animals. He will go to the gift shop before he 
goes home. 

  Ask students to look at the pictures. Say: A ticket, 
animals, and a gift shop are clues. You can use 
the clues to predict – or make a good guess 
about – where my friend plans to go. Where do 
you predict he will go? 

  Discuss that all of the places fit at least one of the 
clues, but only the zoo has tickets, animals, and  
a gift shop. Ask students to colour the picture 
of the zoo. Then explain that we can also make 
predictions about stories we listen to. Write the 
following on butcher’s paper: 

Day 1 See “Provide a Real-World Example” below.

Day 2
Read and discuss the book cover and the clues it provides. Then discuss the pictures. 
Help students colour the pictures they predict will be in a book about a king’s birthday 
(birthday card, cake, balloons, queen).

Day 3

Read and discuss the book cover and the clues it provides. Say: Ari is going to  
paint a picture for Show and Tell. What do you predict will happen? Discuss students’ 
predictions, and then ask them to draw a prediction in the box. Say: Mya is going 
to sing a song for Show and Tell. What do you predict will happen? Discuss students’ 
predictions, and then ask them to draw a prediction in the box. (Responses will vary.)

Day 4
Read and discuss each book cover and the clues it provides. Discuss the clues in each 
picture. Then help students predict which pictures will be in each book and draw a 
line to those pictures. (Bob’s Book of B: ball, banana, bear. Tina’s Tale of T: table, 
tiger, tent.)

Day 5
Ask students to listen to the story. Ask: Where do you predict the mice will move? 
Colour the picture that shows your prediction. Afterwards, meet individually with 
students to discuss their results. Use their responses to plan further instruction and 
review. (to the circus)

Making Predictions
  Think about the clues.

   Think about what  
might happen.

Overview     Making Predictions in Fiction

Whiteboard pdf 
of each book, PLUS bonus 
click-and-print 
Comprehension Pre- and 
Post-Assessments on 
CD-ROM



Years 
P-5

Terms of Trade
• Prices are quoted in Australian dollars ($AUD) and include GST.

• All prices are subject to change without notice.

•  For New Zealand customers, at the time of invoice, we will convert the amount into New Zealand dollars ($NZD) so

that you can pay by cheque or credit card in New Zealand dollars ($NZD).

• Full money-back guarantee.

•  We do realise it is diffi cult to order sight unseen. To assist you in your selection, please visit our website <www.

hbe.com.au>. Go to ‘Browse Books’ and most titles will give you the option to view the fi rst few pages of the 

book. Click ‘View Contents’ on your selected book page.

•  We will supply our books on approval, and if they do not suit your requirements we will accept undamaged 

returns for full credit or refund.  Posters are for fi rm sale only and will not be sent on approval.  Please be 

aware that delivery and return postage is the responsibility of the customer.

•  Freight costs are determined at Australia Post rates, with a minimum delivery charge of $9.50 within Australia 

and $15.00 for New Zealand for each order.

• Please provide your street address for delivery purposes.

TOTAL (plus freight)     $

QTY CODE TITLE PRICE
NL2088 Progress-Monitoring Comprehension Assessments: Year P-2 $39.95

NL2095 Progress-Monitoring Comprehension Assessments: Year 3-4 $39.95

NL2101 Progress-Monitoring Comprehension Assessments: Year 5-6 $39.95

NL2163 Everyday Comprehension Intervention Activities: Year P $39.95

NL2170 Everyday Comprehension Intervention Activities: Year 1 $39.95

NL2187 Everyday Comprehension Intervention Activities: Year 2 $39.95

NL2194 Everyday Comprehension Intervention Activities: Year 3 $39.95

NL2200 Everyday Comprehension Intervention Activities: Year 4 $39.95

NL2217 Everyday Comprehension Intervention Activities: Year 5 $39.95
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Yes, I would like to receive emails from Hawker Brownlow Education about 
future workshops, conferences and the latest publications.

Attention ................................................................ Order Number ...........................
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Address .....................................................................................................................

....................................................................  State ....................P/Code ...................

Country  ....................................................................................................................

Email: .......................................................................................................................

To Contact our Sales Rep

 VIC contact reception on 03 8558 
2444 or reception@hbe.com.au 

QLD contact Karen Hofmann on 0439 
889 190 or qld1@hbe.com.au

P.O. Box 580, Moorabbin, Victoria 3189, Australia 
Phone: +61 3 8558 2444 • Fax: +61 3 8558 2400 
Website: http://www.hbe.com.au
Email: orders@hbe.com.au ABN: 77 093 854 892

ORDER FORM

View sample pages on our website 
by using the book code search www.hbe.com.au
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Handy pre- and post-assessment activities are 
also included to allow you to determine which 
comprehension strategies your children are 
having the most trouble with and whether they 
have mastered the strategy after the completion 
of these activities. This also means that the units 
don’t necessarily need to be completed in order, 
which allows great flexibility for the teacher.

The units are also fun and cover exciting topics 
that children will love. Engage them with stories 
about park rangers, bush drovers, polar bears, 
soccer and lots more. You will also be able 
to engage your students with these activities 
in a full classroom, small group or individual 
setting, which makes them perfect for everyday 
classroom instruction or specific intervention.

Use these books in conjunction 
with the Rising Readers Levelled 
Books and IWBs to add an extra 
level to the learning!

To see more information about 
Hawker Brownlow Education’s 
Rising Readers series, go to 
www.hbe.com.au

Comprehension 
Strategy P 1 2 3 4 5

Make Predictions ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Identify Sequence 
of Events ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Analyse Story Elements ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Analyse Character ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Identify Main Idea and 
Supporting Details ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Summarise ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Compare and Contrast ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Identify Cause and Effect ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Make Inferences ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Draw Conclusions ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Evaluate Author’s Purpose ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Analyse Text Structure 
and Organisation ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Use Text Features 
to Locate Information ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Use Graphic Features to 
Interpret Information ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Distinguish and Evaluate 
Facts and Opinions ✔ ✔

Make Judgments ✔ ✔

Curriculum-aligned strategies 
in this series include:

R I S I N G  R E A D E R S

LEVELLED BOOKS

SCAN QR CODE 
TO VIEW PRODUCTS




